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Editorial
The nine articles in this special issue are extended versions of eminent papers pre-
sented at the 9th International Conference on Discrete Geometry for Computer Imagery
(DGCI 2000) held in Uppsala, Sweden, 13–15 December 2000. The conference was
organised by the Centre for Image Analysis (Swedish University of Agricultural Sci-
ences and Uppsala University). It was sponsored by the International Association for
Pattern Recognition (IAPR) and by the Swedish Society for Automated Image Analysis
(SSAB).
DGCI 2000 was the 0rst conference in a series of nine international conferences in
the 0eld of discrete geometry to take place outside France. The e3ect was a larger num-
ber of submissions and a broader participation of researchers from di3erent countries
than previously. Of the 62 papers that were submitted, 40 were accepted for oral or
poster presentation, after a careful reviewing process done by an international scienti0c
committee and coordinated by the DGCI organisers.
Among the papers that were scored as the best ones by DGCI 2000 reviewers,
those that, according to us, were most suited to the interests of Discrete Applied
Mathematics readers were selected. Authors of papers selected as potential contributions
to this special issue were requested to provide extended and updated versions of their
articles, pointing out aspects not treated in their conference papers or new related
results obtained after the conference proceedings had been printed. All submissions to
this special issue were reviewed by quali0ed and internationally known reviewers, and
the process resulted in the nine papers included in this issue. We express our sincere
gratitude to all reviewers for the valuable task performed and, of course, to the authors
for their contributions.
The contributions presented at DGCI 2000 focused on topology, discrete images,
surfaces and volumes, shape representation, and shape understanding. The papers in
this special issue are mostly on discrete topology, but other topics are represented.
Four papers deal with general aspects of topology “Homotopy in digital spaces”
by R. Ayala, E. Dom<=nguez, A.R. Franc<es, and A. Quintero, “Multidimensional cell
lists for investigating 3-manifolds” by V. Kovalevsky, “Digital pseudomanifolds, digital
weakmanifolds and Jordan–Brouwer separation theorem” by M. Khachan, P. Chenin,
and H. Deddi, and “A concise characterization of 3D simple points” by S. Fourey
and R. Malgouyres; two focus on the topology and properties of digital surfaces “Sur-
face digitizations by dilations which are tunnel-free” by C. Lincke, C.A. WEuthrich
and “Strong thinning and polyhedric approximation of the surface of a voxel object”
by J. Burguet and R. Malgouyres; two on models for discrete geometry “Detection
of the discrete convexity of polyominoes” by I. Debled-Rennesson, J.-L. R<emy, and
J. Rouyer-Degli and “Graph-theoretical properties of parallelism in the digital plane”
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by P. Veelaert; and 0nally one paper on a geometrical transform in 4D “Weighted
digital distance transforms in four dimensions” by G. Borgefors.
We sincerely hope that this special issue will provide interesting and stimulating
reading.
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